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Abstract—Cooperative spatial diversity allows for more
robust wireless networks with higher capacity and data rates.
These diversity gains, however, diminish with the multiple
carrier frequency offsets (CFOs) that arise due to distributed
transmissions over independent channels. A number of
techniques have been proposed for multiple CFO estimation,
however, their empirical performance remains to be analyzed.
This paper seeks to experimentally analyze the performance
of the iterative MUltiple SIgnal Characterization (I-MUSIC)
algorithm for decode-and-forward (DF) relaying on the universal
software radio peripheral (USRP) platforms. The results show
that the aforementioned algorithm performs reasonably well, in
both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) channels,
in terms of mean squared error (MSE) of the estimated CFOs.
However, the performance margin greatly depends on the type of
environment and the number of data symbols used for estimation.
Key Words - Cooperative communications, multiple carrier
frequency offset estimation, I-MUSIC, USRPs, GNU Radios, LoS,
NLoS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cooperative communication enables single antenna devices
in multiple user environments to exploit transmit diversity
through sharing of their antennae, giving rise to more robust
and higher capacity wireless systems [1]. This enables
such devices to reap some of the benefits of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems [2]. However, most of the
research in the domain of cooperative diversity focuses on
improving techniques to garner higher efficiency in terms
of reliability and capacity, while assuming perfect frequency
synchronization [3]- [7]. In general, this assumption does
not hold in practical systems. Moreover, without frequency
synchronization, cooperative transmissions have been shown
to face severe performance degradation which shadows the
gains achieved through diversity [8], [9].
Carrier frequency offset (CFO) arises due to frequency
mismatch between the transmitter and the receiver oscillators
and Doppler shift, and results in the rotation of the
signal constellation which decreases the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and accuracy of the channel estimation [10].
Moreover, cooperative communication suffers from multiple
CFOs (MCFOs) since simultaneous spatially distributed
transmissions over independent channels give rise to distinct
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CFOs. [8] proposes an analytical model to study the effects of
CFOs on cooperative communications, along with a Viterbi
equalizer as a solution. However, simulations show that
increasing CFOs result in loss of the equalizer’s effectiveness.
Similarly, [9] analyzes the effects of multiple CFOs on the
performance of virtual multiple-input single-output (MISO)
frequency shift keying (FSK) systems and deduces that
CFOs are detrimental to system performance, especially
at high SNR. Thus, precise MCFOs estimation is crucial
for the deployment of communication systems that exploit
cooperative diversity.
Various techniques have been proposed for multiple CFO
estimation in MIMO systems. In [11], a maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) is proposed but it is computationally
expensive since it requires exhaustive search and performs
poorly for closely spaced CFOs. In [12], a correlator-based
estimator (CBE) is proposed which uses orthogonal training
sequences but its range is limited to normalized CFO
values less than 0.05. [13] and [14] also propose CBEs
using iterative schemes, however, their range remains the
performance limiter. A multiple CFO estimator for decodeand-forward (DF) relaying is proposed in [15] but the paper
does not provide performance analysis.
Multiple CFO estimation techniques based on MUltiple
SIgnal Characterization (MUSIC) algorithm have also been
developed in [16] and [17], but both assume well-spaced
carrier frequencies for precise estimation. MUSIC is a spectral
estimation algorithm that has been used to estimate different
parameters of the received signals in single-input single-output
(SISO) wireless network topologies, including direction of
arrival and CFO. One of the main advantages of using MUSIC
is its increased range, i.e., it provides accurate estimation
of normalized CFOs of upto ±0.5. However, MUSIC comes
with its own shortcomings; it fails to distinguish between
closely spaced CFOs or assigning CFOs to respective sources
in multi-relay networks. Another MUSIC-based multiple CFO
estimator is proposed in [18] which caters to both these
shortcomings, namely Iterative MUSIC (I-MUSIC). Iterations
help refine the CFO estimates, and MLE estimators are used
to assign respective CFOs to their channels.
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To the best of authors’ knowledge, very little or no experimental evaluation has been provided for any multiple CFO
estimator. Most previous work relies on theoretical channel
models, e.g., Rayleigh or Rice fading models and conduct
performance evaluation accordingly. Yet, practically realizable
cooperative communication is not possible without practically
tested MCFO estimation. Therefore, considering this an important area of research, this paper aims to experimentally
determine the performance of I-MUSIC in order to evaluate
its validity in practical wireless systems. In this work,
• universal software radio peripherals (USRPs) are used
with GNU radio companion (GRC) development environment,
• both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
channels are considered for experiments,
• the mean squared error (MSE) between the introduced
and estimated CFOs is evaluted to analyze and validate
the performance of I-MUSIC,
• the channels over which the transmissions take place are
estimated and analyzed, and
• the relation between the environmental factors and
corresponding system performance is discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model and the employed algorithm,
namely I-MUSIC. The hardware implementation on software
defined radios (SDRs) and the performance evaluation is
explained and discussed in Section III, while Section IV
concludes the paper.

(a) A SISO network from source to each relay

(b) A MISO network from relays to destination

Fig. 1: System model

the I-MUSIC algorithm as explained in the following sections.
B. Training Signal Model at Destination
The baseband TS received at the destination, denoted by
y(n), for a DF relaying cooperative netwok consisting of R
relays is given as
y(n) =

R
X

[rd]

[r]

gk ej2πνk tk (n) + ω(n),

(1)

k=1

Notation: Scalars are denoted by x, vectors by x, matrices
by X, and the identity matrix by I. XM ×N denotes a matrix of
M rows and N columns, whereas (.)∗ , (.)T , and (.)H denote
the conjugate, transpose, and Hermitian operators respectively.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
This section provides the description of the system model,
the training sequences (TS) used, and the MCFO estimator
employed.
A. System Model

where, n = {1, 2, ..., L} and L denotes the length of the TS.
[rd]
Furthermore, in (1), gk denotes the channel gain and νk
[rd]
[rd]
is the normalized CFO, i.e. ∆ν T where ∆ν
is the
difference between the oscillator frequencies at the transmitter
and the receiver, and T is the sampling period. Moreover,
[r]
[r]
[r]
[r]
tk , [tk (1), tk (2), ..., tk (L)]T , is the distinct and known
th
TS transmitted from the k relay, and ω(n) is the zero-mean
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the destination with
zero mean and variance σω2 .
C. Multiple CFO Estimator

A half-duplex cooperative communication network is
considered, which consists of a single source destination pair,
and multiple relaying nodes in between them. The topology
from the source to each relay forms a SISO system, as
shown in Fig. 1a, whereas the topology from all the relays
to the destination forms a MISO system, as shown in Fig.
1b. Using a DF protocol, the former requires single CFO
estimation which has already been discussed in literature
[7], while the latter requires multiple CFO estimation which
is the focus of this paper. Therefore, the system model
consists of multiple relays simultaneously transmitting to a
single receiving node (Fig. 1b). The system uses linearly
independent orthogonal training sequences transmitted
from the relays to estimate the CFOs at the destination using

MUSIC algorithm uses eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix of the received signal to estimate various
parameters of the received signal; CFO being one of them.
[r]
The training sequence, tk , of length L symbols is divided
into M blocks of N symbols each. The covariance matrix of
the received signal spans both the signal and noise subspaces,
which are orthogonal to each other. It follows that if ςk denotes
the eigenvalues of the signal covariance matrix, then for R
distinct CFOs ςk > σω2 for k = {1, 2, ..., R} and ςk = σω2 for
k = {R + 1, ..., N }, where R is the number of relays. Making
use of this property, the MUSIC estimate of νk is given by

−1
H
,
(2)
ν̂k = arg max γ H (νk )Ψ[N] (Ψ[N] ) γ H (νk )
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where γ(νk ) are the eigen vectors of the signal subspace
with k = {1, 2, ..., R} and [Ψ[N] ]N ×(N −R) is the matrix of
the noise eigenvectors, of dimension (N × (N − R)).

TABLE I: System parameters
Parameter
Modulation
Carrier Frequency
ν1
ν2
Sampling Rate

Assuming that the received signal y(n) is distributed as
CN (µy , σω2 ), the log likelihood function (LLF) of the CFO
vectors and channel gains is proportional to
2

δ(ν, g) = |y − Eν g| ,

(3)

where, g , [g1 , g2 , ..., gR ] , y , [y(1), y(2), ..., y(L)]T ,
[rd] [rd]
[rd]
[rd]
[Eν ]L×R
=
[e1 , e2 , ..., eR ] and ek
=

Values
BPSK
2.6 GHz
0.1
0.2
100kbps

A. Experimental Setup

T

T
[r]
[r]
[r]
[tk (1)ej2πνk , tk (2)ej2πνk , ..., [tk (L)ej2πLνk ] .

The channel
gains are estimated using the ML estimator given by
ĝ = (Eν H Eν )−1 Eν H y,

(4)

and the channel assignment for each relay takes place by
minimizing the negative LLF of CFO vector and the channel
gains, i.e.,
ν̂, ĝ = arg min δ(ν, g),

(5)

ν̂,ĝ

where, ν̂ and ĝ denote the estimated CFO and channel gain
pair corresponding to a specific relay, respectively.
Having initialized the CFOs and channel gains, the effects of
data modulation corresponding to the ith relay are eliminated
using the known orthogonal TS according to

∗
[r]
y˜i (n) = y(n) ti (n)
[r]

[r]

∗

= gi ej2πnνi [rd] ti (n)(ti (n)) +


R

∗
X
[rd]
[r]
[r]

gk ej2πνk tk (n) + ω(n) ti (n)
k=1,k6=i

[rd]

= gi ej2πnνi +
|
{z
}
desired term

R
X

[rd]

[d]

gk ej2πνk tk,i (n) + ω̃i (n)
| {z }
k=1,k6=i
noise
{z
}
|
interference

(6)

To reduce the interference term, the estimated CFOs, ν̂k and
channel gains, ĝk are used to evaluate
fi (n) = y˜i (n) −

R
X

[rd]

[d]

gk ej2πνk tk,i (n).

(7)

k=1,k6=i

Then fi is used in the next iteration to get finer estimates
of CFOs and channel gains. These iterations continue until the
absolute difference between the LLF of the last two iterations
is smaller than a set threshold χ, i.e.,
k y − E(ν̂)[◦+1] (ĝ)

[◦+1]

2

k − k y − E(ν̂)[◦] (ĝ)

[◦]

2

k

<χ
(8)

III. I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, the experimental setups used for each
experiment and the corresponding results are described and
discussed.

For all the experiments, the relaying and destination nodes
in the system model were implemented using the USRP
B200 SDRs, whose radio frequency (RF) range falls between
700MHz and 6GHz. VERT2450 antennae having gains of
3.3dBi were used with the radios. All the radios in the network
executed independent GRC flow graphs. Furthermore, timing
synchronization was achieved through the use of board
mounted Global Positioning System Disciplined Oscillator
(GPSDO) kit which is recommended for USRP B200. The
global positioning system (GPS) signal, once received, is
processed by the master clock and passed on to the SDRs so
that their local clocks are synchronized likewise.
The experiments were carried out in both LoS and NLoS
channels. In the outdoor LoS experiments, as depicted in
Fig. 2a, the two relaying radios and the destination radio
have no obstacle between them, whereas in the indoor NLoS
experiments, as depicted in Fig. 2b, the two relaying radios are
placed in the corridor and the destination radio is placed in the
adjoining lab where it is surrounded by furniture and desktop
computers. The 32cm wall between the corridor and the lab
results in a typical indoor channel. For both channels, the
transmitting relays and receiver were separated by a distance
of 5 meters, and mounted on a stand 0.4 meters above the level
ground. The actual experimental setups are shown in Fig. 3.
The length of TS, L = 24, length per block, N = 8,
and number of relays, R = 2 were used. Without the
loss of generality, the orthogonal, linearly independent TS
were generated using Walsh-Hadamard codes, and transmitted
simultaneously from both the relays. The TS were binary
phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated before transmission.
CFOs were artificially introduced at the relays as non-random
parameters. Normalized CFOs of 0.1 and 0.2 were introduced
at the 1st and 2nd relay, respectively. The error threshold, χ,
in (8), was 10−3 for all experiments. At the destination node,
the received samples were processed and desired parameters,
namely CFO and channel gains, were estimated. The system
flow is shown in Fig. 4. For a TS of length 24 symbols, one set
of CFOs and channel gains was estimated. For each transmit
power, the relays transmitted the TSs continuously for one
minute. It follows that a data set of about 6 million symbols
was available for each result, which allowed 200,000 Monte
Carlo iterations for each point plotted in the results presented
in the next section. The network parameters used are given in
Table I.
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(a) Line of sight

(b) Non-line of sight

Fig. 2: System topologies tested

(a) LoS channel

(b) NLoS channel

Fig. 3: Experimental setup

Fig. 4: Transceiver design

B. Numerical Results and Discussion
The CFOs to be estimated at the destination node were
introduced artificially at the relays, however there were
inherent CFOs between the transmitting relays and receiving
node as well. Therefore, I-MUSIC was first employed to
estimate these inherent CFOs. These estimates were then
subtracted from the estimates for the artificially introduced
CFOs before MSE evaluation. It was noted that for different
sets of SDRs used for transmission and reception, different
inherently present CFOs were estimated indicating oscillator
mismatch as the primary cause for the CFOs. This observation
supports the fact that there is no relative motion between the
relaying nodes and the destination and hence no Doppler Shift.

Fig. 5 shows the performance of I-MUSIC in estimation of
[rd]
ν1 for a DF relaying network. CFO for the first relay is
presented for LoS and NLoS transmissions. MSE evaluated
using I-MUSIC in [18] at high SNR is as low as 10−8 . Fig.
5 shows a similar trend with a difference of nearly 18 dB
in transmit powers for LoS and NLoS estimates. It can be
inferred from Fig. 3b, that multipath fading arising due to the
surrounding walls and interior furniture, and lack of a LOS
path contribute to this difference. Fig. 3a, however, depicts a
LoS transmission with relatively less multipath effects due to
the sparse vegetation in the surroundings. For transmit powers
below -40 dBm and -23 dBm for LoS and NLoS transmissions, respectively, MSEs evaluated do not show significant
improvement.
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more symbols are being transmitted as the sampling rate
is increased. Consequently, the power per symbol decreases
which results in lower received SNR, and hence higher error
in the CFO estimates. It is, therefore, deduced that lower the
sampling rate, better the CFO estimates. Thus, for a constant
transmit power, there is a tradeoff between higher data rate
and accurate CFO estimation.
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CFO Estimation MSE
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Fig. 5: The MSE of I-MUSIC for the estimation of ν1
DF networks for LoS and NLoS channels

for

10 -6

10 -7

10 -8

Fig. 6 compares mean amplitudes of the channel estimates
of both LoS and NLoS transmissions. The graphs show an
increasing trend with increase in transmit power. LoS channel
estimate show a greater amplitude compared to the NLoS
channel estimate for a given transmit power with a difference
of nearly 15 dB. This is expected given the environments for
both experiments as well as the absence of a direct path in the
latter channel.
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Fig. 7: The MSE of I-MUSIC for the estimation of ν1
the sampling rate of the USRPs

versus

The effect of the length of the TS and the transmit power
on the CFO estimates is depicted in Fig. 8. The plot shows
that an increase in the length of the TS corresponds to a
better CFO estimate. Similarly, as already seen in Fig. 5,
increasing transmit power also yields better estimates of

L = 16
1.5
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Fig. 6: Mean amplitude of the estimates of LoS and NLoS
channels

L = 24

10 -3

L = 32

10 -4

L = 40

L = 48

10 -5

-40

In Fig. 7, the MSE for the CFO estimate of the first relay
is plotted against the samping rate at a constant transmit
power of -25dBm. An increasing trend is observed for the
MSE with increasing sampling rate. This observation can be
explained by considering that for the same transmit power

-38

-36
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-32

-30

Transmit Power (dBm)

Fig. 8: Tradeoffs between the length of the training sequences,
transmit power, and the CFO estimate
CFOs. The effect of increasing transmit power on CFO
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CFO Estimation MSE

1

Length of Training Sequence

Mean Channel Amplitude

2

estimates becomes more prominent at higher values of L, e.g.
at L=16 the CFO estimate MSE goes from approximately
10−1 to 10−3 as transmit power increases from -40dBm to
-30dBm whereas at L=48 the CFO estimate MSE goes from
10−1 to below 10−5 for the same change in transmit power.
Thus, I-MUSIC, a low complexity algorithm, has been
experimentally shown to perform well in real channels and
environments. Cooperative communication, which suffers severly from MCFOs can employ this algorithm to yield even
higher diversity gains in future communication standards.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper experimentally implemented the I-MUSIC algorithm on USRP SDRs and provided an empirical performance
evaluation for it. The results show that it performs well in
both LoS and NLoS channels, with MSE as low as 10−8 . The
channel estimates show an increasing trend with increasing
transmit power, and correspondingly better CFO estimates.
The algorithm presents itself as a very good choice for MCFO
estimation in future cooperative communication standards.
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